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Q1 How well does the preferred concept achieve the Barton Springs
Bathhouse Values?
Answered: 221
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Q2 What is your first impression of the preferred concept of the Barton
Springs Bathhouse Rehabilitation?
Answered: 222

Skipped: 50
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Q3 Please provide any additional comments about the concept. We
appreciate your feedback.
Answered: 120

3 / 11

Skipped: 152
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Too much is being asked of this small building.

3/4/2019 3:55 PM

2

Having a separate entry into the splash exhibit would allow better access for school groups and
summer camps without congesting the main entry line.

3/4/2019 2:44 PM

3

Would like to see more toilets in the Men's Bathhouse. The stalls currently in the men's room
are pretty tight. It was mentioned that the stalls in the women's room will be widened, the same
needs to be done in the men's room. I would also like to see more hot showers in the men's
room. The design does not indicate which showers will be cold and which ones hot. It appears
that there are considerably more showers in the women's than in the men's. Not sure if there is
talk about updating the water heaters or maybe going with tank-less water heaters. The hot
showers sometimes run cold due to over use so I hope this issue is addressed. Another issue is
temperature of the hot water. Sometimes it's too hot and others it's too cold. There is not a way
to adjust for personal preference. I would like to see all the hot showers updated with cold water
lines so people can adjust the water temperature to their liking. I'm concerned about where the
lifeguards are being moved to and their ability to respond to emergencies in a timely manner.
I've been at the pool many times and seen the quick response from their current office. I would
like to see a design that keeps all the work staff together and in a position that will enable a
quick recognition and response to emergencies. Being removed into an old classroom where
there is no oversight to the pool does not achieve this.

3/4/2019 8:25 AM

4

Thanks!

3/3/2019 6:28 PM

5

Please consider making adjustments to the design. The visibility for staff to witness rescues
from the guard room in and out of the water will be reduced significantly by putting an ADA
restroom in place of where the main cashier both is currently located. Additionally it is important
for the facilities EAP that the guard area be located overlooking the pool to help hear whistles
and identity rescues. Consider swapping the new designs family/women's bathroom with the
lifeguard locker room/staff restroom. If you look at the new main entrance it would flow better to
have the women's and family toilets replace where the splash classrooms are currently. As the
attendance increases each year with the growth of Austin. It is crucial to make sure that the
staff offices are in the best location to respond to emergencies. This new plan does not reflect
that.

3/3/2019 3:18 PM

6

Looks great!

3/3/2019 3:13 PM

7

Although I agree there needs to be updating at BSP facility, I do not agree with the layout
structure that is present. The lifeguard room should stay in its current location to maximize
patron surveillance and guarantee patron safety. Since BSP is a high volume landmark, I
believe moving the lifeguard HQ will deliberately cause a failed system of safety regulations.
Considering the blind spots in the updated bathhouse design, maintaining proper Red Cross
standards will be extremely difficult in order to meet the demands that the Barton Springs
facility requires. In conclusion, I think it's more important to cater to the needs of the employees
and regular patrons rather than the societal standard of updating BSP. These individuals
(employees and regulars) are the ones that keep this facility running. If the bath houses are
going to be updated, they need to be done right. Don't make life more stressful on these
employees, it's a hard and very important job here in Austin.

3/3/2019 11:21 AM

8

Adjustments to the concept plan are needed. I have seen how many emergencies occure
during the summer season. For the safety of the public and effectiveness of how quickly the
lifeguard staff is able to respond, it is important to keep the lifeguard area as is if not expand it
from where the current main entrance is all the way to the staff supply room. Increasing the
visibility for staff to be able to see as much of the pool and facility as possible. Currently staff
has visible access to see when police and EMS arrive with the windows facing the parking lot
and courtyard. By putting a restroom in its place it takes away that visibility. Additionally visibility
of the pool from the guard office is being greatly reduced with this ADA restroom closing off
access to see water emergencies from stand 1 to stand 2 (where most of the rescues occurs).
Seconds matter and having the staffs guard area, locker area and manager office all together
facing the front lines so they can easily hear whistles and get the the emergency as quickly as
possible will be the difference between life and death. The facility as a whole certainly needs a
face lift and I support the renovation project as a whole. But let's think this plan through a bit
more so that the staff who are here everyday maintaining this beautiful facility can operate as
effectively and safely as possible.

3/3/2019 11:00 AM

9

The new concept will make it harder for guards to hear emergency whistles, thus making the

3/3/2019 9:34 AM
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overall experience for the patron more dangerous. The lifeguard is supposed to respond
quickly, and receive backup quickly. If backup is delayed, a victim could be in danger.
10

Proposed manager/first aid station inhibits the guards and managers visual field As it is today
the managers/guard lounge enables even off duty personnel to have near visual access to 3/4
of the facility. This can save seconds or even minutes in an emergency situation please
reconsider the configuration we need more windows not less. I speak from experience Peace

3/2/2019 10:06 AM

11

Keeping historic dressing rooms in women’s bath house with some upgrades for privacy Resist
modern metal contemporary styles like deep eddy used which are ugly and not in keeping with
natural feel of this area Added lockers inside Better maintenance of landscaping to include soft
grass for children and yoga post swim. Thanks for ur monumental efforts to get it right For
future folks to enjoy!!!

3/2/2019 3:05 AM

12

N/A

3/1/2019 11:34 PM

13

Extending the women's restroom all the way up to the corner by the lifeguard/ first aid station
needlessly takes away from employee space. It also obstructs vision of an entry point from the
lifeguards. That will always be a busy courtyard and needs to remain easily accessible to the
lifeguarding staff.

3/1/2019 9:48 PM

14

you didn't even ask if we approved or not & this plan will also require hiring additional staff @
added cost.it will be harder to control entries & address guest questions.you are creating a
solution for a problem that doesn't exist.instead of paying millions to an architectural firm to
create a "concept", why don't you just ask regular swimmers & staff what they need.regular
maintenance would be nice-sometimes it takes months to fix simple this drastic renovation is
unnecessary & if past work is any indication,this will inconvenience the staff & public for several
years!please just repair what's there already & leave the rest alone I am a regular swimmer of
many decades & a current staff member. your best way to get useful feedback is to ask the
swim pass holders.but I suppose like all of these projects, you will do what you want &
disregard the wishes of the actual users.like for instance, why start renovating the snack bar @
the start of peak season& interfere with parking etc when it could have been done in the off
season?

3/1/2019 1:55 PM

15

Why not have a "Barton Springs" souvenir , gift shop

3/1/2019 10:09 AM

16

With the new structure, all staff will be compartmentalized from each other leading to less
effective immediate coordination. The movement of guard and manigment areas toward the
gallery also will in practice decrease response time further on top of staff segregation.

3/1/2019 8:56 AM

17

1. Why aren’t you keeping the cave-like features of the exhibit? A lot of work went into building
that and it serves a purpose. It seems like a waste to destroy it. 2. Why is the educational
exhibit being given lower priority? 3. “It’s a bathhouse” doesn’t sound like a mission. 4. Under
“improved user” experience – Can you be more specific rather than say “better”? 5. Under
education – what is the point of saying “education for all users”?? What is the point? How is that
a change? 6. Given the language - “Exhibit space will be designed to allow for interaction with
visitors entering through the rotunda and those that would like to view the exhibit from the pool
to create a better connection with pool visitors.” What do you mean “view the exhibit from the
pool” – does this mean enter the exhibit from the pool? 7. “The Spectator Gallery is restored to
the open area it was originally.” – I think this is missing some words. 8. Surely, there are more
details. This does not come across as very professional. It's poorly written and doesn’t appear
to have been proofread. How much is this costing? What about all the waste in destroying the
City’s investment in the current exhibit. Surely renovations can happen without destruction of a
valuable exhibit. Surely, prior to making such major changes, details would be flushed out and
presented for comments.

2/28/2019 5:30 PM

18

I’m glad that the women’s bathroom stalls are going to be enlarged. With the way the doors
currently swing in, it’s hard to get in the stall and close the door. It looks like the new plan still
allows direct access to the educational section without having to pay for a ticket to swim too. I’m
glad this is preserved. We want education about the springs to be freely available.

2/28/2019 5:13 PM

19

I would suggest focusing the educational exhibits to the opposite side of the rotunda to
separate the pool traffic from the park visitor traffic (those visiting the park but not the pool).
This would also make it easier for formal and informal education groups to access the material
without having to compete directly with pool user traffic.

2/28/2019 3:38 PM

20

I feel like I need a graphic rendering to understand what this would look like and more
information about what will be in each of the areas. ie What does "support" mean? Is that

2/28/2019 1:02 PM
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storage, staff support, something else?
21

Will the new exits through the dressing areas have turnstiles? I am assuming that is the case
because otherwise staff would have to be present to ensure people are not able to sneak in
through the exits. I have been present on more than one occasion at barton springs when a
child got his/her head stuck in the turnstile, so the design for whatever is used needs to take
into consideration the tendency for this kind of thing to occur. When materials are selected for
the new changing rooms and showers, please make ease of maintenance a priority, especially
if cleanings are as superficial (or sporadic) as they have been in recent years. Green materials
and safety considerations are also important priorities. The slipperiness of walking surfaces is
problematic at Deep Eddy, for instance, unlike the brick in the dressing areas of Barton Springs.
I also hate to see the composite material used in the changing stalls at Barton Springs get
replaced by something like the metal surfaces used on the stalls and showers at Deep Eddy.
The environment in the changing room at BS has a warmth that is not present in the women's
dressing area at Deep Eddy. I understand that some people may have a desire for curtains to
provide privacy in the showers and the changing stalls but I REALLY hope they are not put in
place: 1. they are plastic and we need to minimize our use of that material; 2. they tear, get
moldy, and are eyesores; 3. many women appreciate the opportunity to change and shower in
the open area and do not wish to see the atmosphere fundamentally altered by placing doors or
screens in every cubicle and shower.

2/28/2019 12:55 PM

22

I think it's a very good and clever concept

2/28/2019 10:17 AM

23

Love the plan

2/27/2019 7:04 PM

24

I like it as is just needs more modern bathroom fixtures

2/27/2019 6:59 PM

25

I'd invest more in providing better facilities for the lifeguards and especially managers. I'd also
invest more in more advanced technology like up to date registers/credit card reading iPads,
laser detection of possible drownings, improved security incase of active shooter by securing
boarders and installing better surveillance monitoring as well as undercover police during busy
summer hours. I'd have better air conditioning or fans for lifeguards and invest more in the
small things the lifeguards require such as better chairs and mist fans.

2/27/2019 6:02 PM

26

The first aid room and lifeguard shack should be in the same spot. A LG would have to be
taken out of rotation to monitor the first aid room. It would make more sense to keep everyone
in the same spot.

2/27/2019 5:58 PM

27

Really happy about restoring historic traffic patterns.

2/27/2019 4:44 PM

28

Hard to understand how the multiple entrances work Obviously very fine intentions

2/27/2019 4:23 PM

29

Need to make a better visual representation to let people get a better idea.

2/27/2019 4:12 PM

30

We dig it

2/27/2019 4:08 PM

31

The new sticker weed is already forming a sticker. Please put down the approved herbicide
while you are shut doWN IN March 2019. It is on both sides of the springs. Please hurry or no
one will be able to walk barefoot on about 50% of the lawn. Thanks.

2/27/2019 3:45 PM

32

I don't often swim at Barton. I am in favor repairing and updating while respecting the original
footprint.

2/27/2019 3:38 PM

33

The Rotunda should be lighted on the inside and seem more approachable from the outside. It
currently appears closed off and inaccessible.

2/27/2019 2:17 PM

34

As much nature as possible!!

2/27/2019 1:31 PM

35

1) do not agree with the need for so many entryways - I would prefer seeing the west entrance
eliminated 2) do not agree with improvements being made to ONLY the women's restroom

2/27/2019 12:27 PM

36

I'm a man; swim early morning. No problem with family rooms encroaching on less used space.
But 1) Are those windows on the new west side of men's dressing room. 2) rebuild west wall
will entail what? Need details. 3) Eastern family room may have sight line into mens area
eliminates toilets and sink used to shave. Also narrows walkway to southern seats- can you
bevel the NW corner on the new family room to leave the walkway 3.5-4 feet wide? Will the
family rooms around the men's shower be open roofed? (that could be a noise problem). 4) I
rather like the viewing area as-is (I often wait there to pick up Amanda, the blind swimmer).
What changes are intended. 5) The "Buy tickets then go to the entry" system has some

2/27/2019 10:09 AM
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problems during busy times. I'm sure you are aware of the problem 6) and last... you really
need to get better at having the phone message give REALTIME info on closings and a best
guess of for how long , plus instructions on using Deep Eddy. Often after storms the message is
not updated. Talking to the staff the responsibility seems diffuse so you need to make one
person responsible. Keep up the good work
37

You have a disparity in gender equality of the restrooms. The females have more toilets. You've
taken away support space for grounds. The lifeguard space is too fragmented to facilitate
operations and management. I like the family restrooms and additional support space in other
areas. The men need more hot showers. Who will keep the drug addicts out of the family
restrooms? The lifeguard shower looks like a big improvement.

2/27/2019 10:00 AM

38

I think this is a good compromise with the existing structure.

2/27/2019 8:23 AM

39

I really like returning the main entrance to the historic rotunda and keeping the open air
locker/dressing/shower rooms.

2/27/2019 8:06 AM

40

I like it because I think it is better to have users enter towards the shallower end of the pool.
That way they can be informed of the shallow and deep ends (new entrance as a reference
point)

2/27/2019 12:34 AM

41

Its going to take at least twice as long to complete and twice the budget see the salamander
pond. Please, for the love, do it after the main season.

2/26/2019 11:27 PM

42

Thanks!

2/26/2019 11:19 PM

43

Great job, now gitter done!

2/26/2019 11:15 PM

44

Where are the solar showers......

2/26/2019 6:07 PM

45

Need bathrooms southeast side of pool near south gate. Also need south gate entrance open
more often during the year.

2/26/2019 5:42 PM

46

Keeping the classic/historic look to the bath houses adds to the Austin charm and it has ample
space for a large number of users

2/26/2019 3:08 PM

47

Looking forward to it!

2/25/2019 5:48 PM

48

It is crowded enough. Spend the money elsewhere.

2/25/2019 5:23 PM

49

I hope the new design will create a positive ingress and egress flow that sets a pace for a
resource that, due to population boom, is being over utilized. Rather than set an occupancy
level set a usage pace. Best of luck and may the Spirit and the water in springs be with us for
many years to come.....

2/25/2019 5:18 PM

50

I think it is a great concept

2/25/2019 4:33 PM

51

The design seems sub par. It seems as if there are too many showers in the women's and there
is a lone sink in the men's that looks very out of place.,

2/25/2019 4:25 PM

52

Leave the guard manager space

2/25/2019 4:16 PM

53

Having one main entrance will cause unnecessary congestion. The area available for lifeguards
is totally inadequate. The first criteria in any redesign should be public safety and lifeguard
response time. The second criteria should be to increase the number of toilet facilities. With
regard to public safety, the current alignment of one main indoor entrance does not solve any of
the existing problems that arise during the high traffic months. The lifeguards will be jammed
into a very small space. Perhaps the survey model does not sufficiently describe and certainly
does not explain how the proposed plan is intended to address those basic issue. As currently
designed, this structure will be a large missed opportunity.

2/25/2019 1:21 PM

54

I have concerns about the lifeguard office losing access to the bottom right corner of the
building where the current main entrance is located. That area is critical from a staff perspective
to viewing the pool and quickly recognizing where emergencies are taking place. It also allows
us to see who is entering the facility and if they are bringing in any items that we do not allow. I
think that taking away that corner, which again extends our vision into the main area of the pool,
actually makes it more difficult to respond to emergencies, contrary to what the proposed
change states. It also seems a waste of space to add one more toilet for the women's room as
it is calling for in the plan. It is essentially taking away a room that is open with large windows

2/25/2019 11:30 AM
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wrapped on 2 sides of the wall, and then would have to "close" up that corner so that one toilet
can be added.
55

Apparently, the person who has this job is the same person who reconstructed the Deep Eddy
Bathhouse. The result of that work was not as good as what they revised. The possibility of this
repeating here is a concern.

2/25/2019 10:11 AM

56

Family restrooms and hot showers , concerts at the pool! Night swims

2/24/2019 6:23 PM

57

Better lockers. More secure. Hot water in all showers. Plantings

2/24/2019 5:56 PM

58

Would be good to keep it as Eco conscious as possible

2/24/2019 5:51 PM

59

Seems like it will jam up;susceptible to mass shooters

2/24/2019 5:07 PM

60

I am happy with the good ol bathhouse just the way it is. No need to improve on existing
situation! Too much change going on and not enough "status quo!"

2/24/2019 4:36 PM

61

Obviously needs an architect. I would love to see some beautiful entrances!

2/24/2019 4:14 PM

62

Water fountains with bottle fillers.

2/24/2019 3:37 PM

63

Seems good to have main entrance on the side

2/24/2019 3:20 PM

64

Improve shower fixtures in men's dressing room. Disinfect showers ands floors occasionally.

2/24/2019 3:16 PM

65

Thanks add more showers hot showers specific

2/24/2019 2:38 PM

66

N/A

2/24/2019 2:32 PM

67

More hand dryers or hair dryers would be good

2/24/2019 2:25 PM

68

Safety first.

2/24/2019 1:37 PM

69

Please build a small bath house on the South side of the springs. At the very least install porta
potties. During the summer, on a busy day the Springs smells like urine.

2/24/2019 1:17 PM

70

Anything that updates the facility and makes the flow of patrons quicker I'm all for

2/24/2019 12:17 PM

71

Thank you

2/24/2019 12:04 PM

72

More hot water and light for both Men's and Women's please.

2/24/2019 10:59 AM

73

Appreciate the attention to needs of swimmers and families. As a year round swimmer and
someone who is concerned about overuse of the facilities/pools, I have mixed feelings about
the changes. I also want to be sure that lifeguards are accommodated to the best extent
possible. If they do not have clear views of the pool from not only the stands but also the office
/break area the safety of swimmers (the foremost priority) will be at risk. I also want to see the
open air nature of the poorhouse preserved. The need for private changing stalls is to me
unnecessar and would change the character of the springs. We can all respect one another
without having doors and unattractive curtains placed on every changing stall. Minimize the
changes to the dressing rooms, just improve them by addressing structural issues and
upgrading where necessary.

2/24/2019 10:31 AM

74

I don't like this change. Let's leave it how it is! Stop trying to renovate everything. Everything is
fine how it is. Long live old Austin

2/24/2019 10:04 AM

75

Instead trying to rehab the historic bathhouse, I think the south entrance needs facilities to
manage summer crowds and then building ADA facilities will be easier new rather than
retrofitted.

2/24/2019 9:54 AM

76

I think lifeguards should have an office nearest the shore line. Lifeguards make upwards of 160
water rescues per summer (not including our land emergencies). The ability for lifeguards to
recognize that a rescue is being made and what equipment is necessary is the difference
between patrons living and dying. Response time will be delayed by more than 20 seconds.
That could be 20sec of us not giving CPR, 20sec of our patient not breathing, 20sec of
uncontrolled bleeding. Patron safety should always be priority. Also in the rotunda it is near
impossible to hear a conversation going on with 2-3 people no way the cashier would be able to
hear anything with the thousands of people coming through every day.

2/24/2019 9:49 AM

77

Na

2/24/2019 9:44 AM
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78

I think lifeguards should have an office nearest the shore line. Lifeguards make upwards of 160
water rescues per summer (not including our land emergencies). The ability for lifeguards to
recognize that a rescue is being made and what equipment is necessary is the difference
between patrons living and dying. Response time will be delayed by more than 20 seconds.
That could be 20sec of us not giving CPR, 20sec of our patient not breathing, 20sec of
uncontrolled bleeding. Patron safety should always be priority. Also in the rotunda it is near
impossible to hear a conversation going on with 2-3 people no way the cashier would be able to
hear anything with the thousands of people coming through every day.

2/23/2019 8:17 PM

79

More solar showers

2/23/2019 6:29 PM

80

Too much money spent on moving the entry. I do not agree!

2/23/2019 5:21 PM

81

Very cool

2/23/2019 5:15 PM

82

Space for the Lifeguards and accessibility to the pool area should be considered. Guards
perform 100s of rescues per year. Their space and access to the pool don’t seem to be
completely resolved in this plan. Has the management team in the ground at Barton springs
been consulted? (Not just the Aquatics Office people, the actual managers who work at BSP
everyday?!?)

2/23/2019 3:20 PM

83

Get ideas from patrons and start over

2/23/2019 1:43 PM

84

Keep improving to keep it updated

2/23/2019 1:28 PM

85

Great changes

2/23/2019 1:18 PM

86

Fantastic

2/23/2019 1:04 PM

87

Just because what's your name Matt and Connor and there's another guy or the guy with the
long hair what's his name melt melt melt met Connor and Milton or incredible play they are they
are Barton Springs they work their butts off 24 hours a day seven days a week as long as
they're here and running the show I'm good with anything great

2/23/2019 12:34 PM

88

Great work, thanku

2/23/2019 12:08 PM

89

I wish you wouldn't charge more for San Antonio residence. When Austin residents come to
San Antonio they get to swim in the city pools for free. I don't feel like you reciprocate. Although
I love your pools and I would certainly be willing to pay the same price as the Austin city
residents, I don't expect it to be free.

2/23/2019 12:06 PM

90

Needs hot showers out in the open air

2/23/2019 12:00 PM

91

Leave it alone. Don't screw it up with "improvements."

2/23/2019 11:34 AM

92

Please keep the open air shower rooms. Please bring back free parking to the park.

2/23/2019 11:26 AM

93

Please keep it feeling vintage!!!

2/23/2019 11:22 AM

94

Make sure it has plenty of warm showers

2/23/2019 11:19 AM

95

Lockers for securing items. Serious comcerns re paying for parking for seniors on fixed
incomes. Or anyone who pays taxes. We should be able to have annual reduced tags for all
parking ...p.arks should not have a cost to use

2/23/2019 10:56 AM

96

Lifeguards could use more functionality.

2/23/2019 10:46 AM

97

-This is not a simple or user-friendly design. Multiple exits and entrances are confusing and
provide ample opportunities for multiple mixed-up lines and lost patrons. There will not be a
clear flow of traffic in and out of the facility which will be annoying in normal use and dangerous
in an emergency, when EMS needs access, or when the facility needs to be quickly evacuated.
Not to mention with direct exits out of the bathrooms and multiple exits, it provides that many
more opportunities for people to sneak in without paying, sneak back in after being kicked out,
and make quick getaways with items stolen from the grounds and the bathhouses. Any plans
for any kind of security at all these doors? -Numerous family rooms with individually locked
doors will become permanent homeless camps and will only exacerbate this park/pool's already
rampant homeless problem. These will be exclusive areas for sleeping, drug use, and will be
dangerous and unsanitary for patrons and staff. In addition they will be totally inaccessible to
the public since the homeless can go in and lock the doors. Witness the ongoing problems with
the locking restrooms at Big Stacy pool. The bathhouse needs fewer spaces that an individual

2/23/2019 1:17 AM
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can sequester themselves in, not more. -There do not need to be "gender neutral" spaces. This
facility has enough problems with people using inappropriate facilities for their genders (ie intact
males using the open air showers in the women's room in front of little girls). Having private
rooms that are nonetheless within the gendered locker rooms is not going to help with this
problem and will only contribute to it. -This whole project is uncalled for. How many people
really want to see changes made to the bathhouse? The current building and Splash exhibit are
historic in their own right as well as charming and beautiful. You can't upgrade the toilet and
shower areas without fundamentally altering the design of the building, for no apparent reason?
This money couldn't be better spent on other things? -The entrance through the middle of the
building: do you plan to air condition this building in the heat of the summer when the entrance
and exit doors are presumably propped or constantly open to accommodate the flow of
thousands of visitors at peak hours? That's not very environmentally friendly! I really look
forward to those outrageous utility bills being passed on to the public and also to all that wasted
electricity destroying our planet a little bit faster. Good job. -A huge advantage of the current
design is that the manager and lifeguards are right at the main entrance. They have a front row
view of most of the pool, can quickly get to all parts of the facility in an emergency, and the
manager and staff are right there for support if the cashier needs help or if an emergency
occurs at the gate. Now they will all be in separate parts of the building? The lifeguards will be
basically in the bathhouse if they're in their little locker room? How does that speed up
emergency response? How can the manager respond if the cashier has a question? How can
staff quickly get out to the line if someone has an emergency while waiting to get in (an almost
daily occurrence in the summer)? How can the manager or guards get to the phone quickly
when it rings, if it's by the cashier desk as it ought to be (since the cashier answers the phone
and also summons 911)? Did anyone think this through at all? Please consider delaying this
project and coming up with a more thoughtful design.
98

Too many entrances; not simple at all. The current east entrance is fantastic: one can really
appreciate the scope of the pool as they enter as is currently the case and has been the case
for many decades now. We don't want to enter through a building, we want to stay outdoors!
Anyone who has been inside the rotunda for a public meeting knows that there is a terrible
echo in there when people are talking and you can't understand a word. The more people the
worse the noise distortion. How is that going to work if EVERYBODY is going through that
building, especially for your ticket taker? All of these added "family" restrooms are just going to
be lounges for the uptick in homeless people who have been coming for the last few years,
especially in the off-season, and they are going to lock themselves in, sleep, leave their trash,
Cheetos crumbs, and cigarette stench in those "family" restrooms. The current ladies privacy
room is trashed many mornings and unusable. Adding 4 more of these rooms is not going to
help. Also having all of these extra exits from the changing room is going to make it easier for
your belongings to get stolen and for a thief to disappear without anyone knowing which way
they went. Too much change, too complicated, please abort!

2/22/2019 10:44 PM

99

I love the new entrance.

2/22/2019 8:23 PM

100

Seems cool

2/22/2019 7:18 PM

101

Seems good but I don't really know anything about this so please take with a grain of salt

2/22/2019 6:47 PM

102

It seems odd that there are one-half the number of showers in the men's dressing room as
there is in the women's dressing room. Is this an industry standard? If not, wouldn't a 2/3's ratio
be better than a I/2 ratio.

2/22/2019 6:00 PM

103

I like it but I think it's a bit much. I wish y'all could build a proper bathhouse at Stacy first.

2/22/2019 5:49 PM

104

Looks really good!

2/22/2019 5:43 PM

105

Price should go back to $3 instead of $5.

2/22/2019 5:33 PM

106

It looks as if there are less restrooms/toilets in the men's lockeroom and that seems wrong. As
well there are way too many showers in the womens as well toilets. Two toiletets vs 12 is not a
good ratio. There are 4 now and that is not enough. Showers however in the men's seem
adequate.

2/22/2019 5:18 PM

107

Make sure there is plenty room for lifeguards, cashiers and managers to be able to do their jobs
and take breaks out of the sun and heat.

2/22/2019 12:02 PM

108

I love the new entrances and flow to the building. I am not wild, however, about the changes to
the men's dressing space. There are fewer toilets and having one shower per corner, each far

2/22/2019 10:50 AM
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away from another, is not desirable. Is it possible to group the showers (those not in the center)
into one corner or to line them up?
109

It seems like people will have to get a ticket to visit the west side educational space and I don't
believe that visitors to the park should have to pay to learn about this special place. The design
seems very focused on swimmers versus the many thousands of visitors to Zilker who don't
come to swim and are looking for affordable/free opportunities to learn and have fun. I don't
notice many "green" elements either. I would like to see what the parking looks like in the
visuals. I do like that there is a family option on both the men and women's sides. It's not clear
what the rotunda is being used for. I would hate to see that beautiful space used just for ticket
sales.

2/21/2019 9:14 PM

110

Take care of the lifeguards

2/21/2019 8:36 PM

111

It looks like they have made the womens dressing and shower area much smaller than the
mens, they did they same thing at deep eddy and you cant even turn around in there
anymore..so either switch the mens and womens areas or put some of the support areas in the
mens rooms....really, who designs these ??? Do they think women dont need as much space
as men??

2/21/2019 8:07 PM

112

It looks wonderful.

2/21/2019 6:49 PM

113

Will there be any enhancements to features inside the bathrooms (more powerful/eco friendly
showers, etc?)

2/21/2019 6:26 PM

114

It’s been a long time coming and I am excited to see the bathhouse rehab completed in my
lifetime

2/21/2019 5:45 PM

115

Love the time taken to make it right

2/21/2019 5:38 PM

116

I'm wondering why the current entry is still needed. It seems like it would create confusion.
Maybe it would make sense only for season pass holders so that they can skip the visitor traffic.
Also, I'm not sure that the family restrooms on the women side is needed. That space could be
used for additional women's restrooms and dressing space. There should be signage that
directs folks to the family restrooms on the west side of the building.

2/21/2019 5:34 PM

117

Love the education is available for both swimmers and those who don't wish to swim. Love that
the old entry is maintained so that people do not have to go indoors to get back outdoors

2/21/2019 5:16 PM

118

Mkve education and exhibits out of the building.

2/21/2019 5:08 PM

119

cant wait to build it.

2/21/2019 2:37 PM

120

I think the managers office and female ada should be switched to allow the managers to have
the corner window view of the pool. Also the females room looks very large, would love to see
more space dedicated to staff and equipment storage.

2/21/2019 10:44 AM
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